The DNA binding domain (DBD) of the tumor suppressor p53 is the site of several oncogenic mutations. A subset of these mutations lowers the unfolding temperature of the DBD. Unfolding leads to the exposure of a hydrophobic ␤-strand and nucleates aggregation which results in pathologies through loss of function and dominant negative/gain of function effects. Inspired by the hypothesis that structural changes that are associated with events initiating unfolding in DBD are likely to present opportunities for inhibition, we investigate the dynamics of the wild type (WT) and some aggregating mutants through extensive all atom explicit solvent MD simulations. Simulations reveal differential conformational sampling between the WT and the mutants of a turn region (S6-S7) that is contiguous to a known aggregation-prone region (APR). The conformational properties of the S6-S7 turn appear to be modulated by a network of interacting residues. We speculate that changes that take place in this network as a result of the mutational stress result in the events that destabilize the DBD and initiate unfolding. These perturbations also result in the emergence of a novel pocket that appears to have druggable characteristics. FDA approved drugs are computationally screened against this pocket.
INTRODUCTION
Cellular trauma triggers the stabilization of the transcription factor/tumor suppressor p53, which in turn regulates downstream genes involved in apoptosis, DNA repair, senescence and metabolism. Any perturbation in the p53 gene network causes abnormalities/disorders in these cellular pathways (1) . The gene encoding p53, TP53, is mutated in 50-70% of cancers (2) , thus making it a potential therapeutic target, with some molecules already in clinical trials (1, (3) (4) (5) .
The IARC TP53 Mutation Database (6) lists that ∼95% of these oncogenic mutations are located in the DNA binding domain (DBD) (alternatively referred to as the core domain or p53C). The DBD is structurally composed of a ␤-sandwich, helices and loops ( Figure 1 ) and initiates transcription by binding to DNA promoters in a sequence specific manner (7) . The oncogenic mutants have been classified into 2 groups based on their mode of action: the DNA contact mutants and the destabilizing (also referred as structural or aggregating) mutants. The DNA contact mutants lose their ability to interact with specific DNA promoters (loss of function) and sustain local structural changes with negligible perturbations in the thermodynamic stability of the DBD (8) . Some contact mutants oligomerize with WT p53 (when the mutation is in one allele) and inactivate the WT allele and also bind to the paralogs p63 and p73, exhibiting 'dominant negative' and 'gain of function' effects respectively (9, 10) . In contrast, the destabilizing mutants, which constitute 30% of all the oncogenic mutations in p53, are thermodynamically unstable at physiological temperature and undergo partial unfolding and/or aggregation. Such mutants also trigger the unfolding and co-aggregation of WT p53 (dominant negative effect) and its interactions with the paralogs p63 and p73 (gain of function effect) (11) . This weakens the apoptotic propensity and expression of p63 and p73 transcribed genes in cells (12) . Destabilizing mutants can be partly or fully functional at sub-physiological temperatures (4, 13, 14) . For instance, the V143A mutant of DBD aggregates at physiological temperatures, but binds DNA non-specifically at sub-physiological temperatures. The aggregation kinetics of a destabilizing mutant Y220C (15, 16) suggest that the aggregation competent state results from a slow rate-determining first step followed by rapid polymerization of the unfolded DBD (15) . Indeed, even the WT p53 DBD is inherently unstable, unfolds at temperatures slightly above physiological temperatures (∼44
• C) and has a low kinetic stability with a half-life of just ∼9 min at physiological temperature (13, 17, 18) Computational and experimental studies suggest that the strand S9 (residues 251-257) (Figure 1 ) of the DBD is involved in the nucleation process that leads to aggregation (11, 19, 20) . However, a recent report presents a more complex picture, with multiple regions in DBD demonstrated to mediate aggregation (21) .
Elegant genetic experiments have identified several second site mutations that could revert the effects of destabilizing mutations and restabilize mutant p53 (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) . These observations inspired the discovery of ligands that stabilized mutant p53 by inducing it to adopt a WT conformation (3, 5, (28) (29) (30) (31) . PRIMA-1, a compound already in clinical trials, is thought to stabilize p53 by alkylating cysteine residues near the L1/S3 region of the DBD (32) (33) (34) . The same site was also shown to accommodate Stictic acid, which was shown to be more efficient than PRIMA-1 at stabilizing p53 (32) . In Y220C, another destabilizing mutant of DBD, a pocket resulting from the Tyr to Cys mutation was successfully targeted by small molecules (29, (35) (36) (37) . A different approach targeted the DNA binding surface of mutant DBD with peptides, speculating that the peptides will act as chaperones and stabilize mutant p53 and subsequently would be competed out in the presence of natural binding partners of p53 (38) (39) (40) . Some mutants are thought to unfold because they lose zinc (41) . A small molecule ZMC1, has been shown to act as a zinc-mettalochaperone, increasing the intracellular concentrations of zinc, and enhancing zinc binding to DBD (42, 43) . Recently, a peptide was designed to block aggregation by targeting the APR (residues 251-257) and shown to rescue the function of p53 in R248 and R175 mutants of p53 (20) . There still remains a compelling need to identify new ways to rescue the function of p53. Although a 'global suppressor motif' made up of N235, N239 and S240 has been proposed (44) , it was found to rescue only half of the most common p53 oncogenic mutations. This suggests that there likely are different pathways of destabilization of DBD. However, is it possible that there is a common initial event that triggers the unfolding of the DBD? If so, can it offer opportunities that enable a new mode of therapeutic targeting towards the prevention of unfolding of p53?
To begin our investigation, we first query whether the DBD is a good model system for our studies. Amongst the various reports in the literature, there are some that state that the DBD is a good model to recapitulate some properties of full length p53 such as destabilization and unfolding, while other reports suggest that it is necessary to study the dynamics of p53 in the context of a tetrameric unit composed of full length p53 monomers. This contradiction has been pointed out by (45) where it is inferred that the thermodynamics of the process are likely the same irrespective of whether the DBD alone is used or full length p53 is used. Further, (45) also report that misfolding of p53 occurs exclusively in the context of multiple units of DBD. They build a construct of p53 DBD and the tetrameric unit to support that misfolding involves intramolecular DBD-DBD association within a single tetrameric molecule. However, they suggest that this association is promoted by destabilization of DBD (caused by mutation). Indeed, DBD-DBD association alone will not lead to misfolding, otherwise even the WT DBDs would misfold. Hence we hypothesize that the DBD is the site of certain initial events which presumably are enhanced in mutants, resulting in misfolding and subsequently aggregation. One region that has been highlighted as important is the hydrophobic strand S9, which is usually buried, but in the mutants, under local perturbations, is exposed and nucleates aggregation. We apply molecular dynamics simulations to the WT and mutant DBDs to capture these initial destabilizing structural changes/unfolding events. We further aim to mine these changes towards the identification of transient pockets which could be drugged to stabilize p53 in the native conformation and prevent further downstream unfolding and aggregation. Previous computational efforts to understand the dynamics of aggregating mutants of p53 DBD have successfully identified structural perturbations in mutant p53 or even molecules that have resulted in the stabilization of mutant p53 (29, 32, 46) .
We carry out molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of WT and the temperature sensitive V143A mutant of DBD; the latter has been reported to be less thermodynamically stable than the WT by about ∼3.7 kcal/mol (47) . We observe that the S6-S7 turn of DBD samples different conformations in the WT from those in the destabilizing mutants, which appears to be associated with the thermodynamic stability of the protein at a particular temperature. This landscape of the S6-S7 turn is also seen in several additional simulations that we carry out (Supplementary Table S1) on four other destabilizing mutants (E258V, R110L, R175H and R248Q) which have been reported to aggregate through strand S9 (11) . All the simulations reveal a common structural mechanism as an initiating event towards destabilization and are also characterized by a cryptic pocket which offers the potential to be targeted towards stabilizing the conformations of the mutants towards the WT state.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Molecular dynamics simulation protocol
Monomers of the WT and mutant p53 DNA Binding Domain (DBD) (residues 94-293) were simulated using the amber ff99SB force field (48) . The crystal structure of WT DBD (PDB id 2AHI (49), chain A, 1.85Å resolution) was used for the modeling studies. This chain has only one missing residue (Ser94) and only 3 residues (Ser95, Lys292, and Gly293) have one missing atom each. The missing coordinates of the atoms/residues of Ser94, Ser95 and Gly293 were grafted from the structure with PDB id 3IGL (50) (1.8 A resolution) and for Lys292 were taken from the structure with PDB id1GZH (51) (2.6Å resolution). The Modloop program (52) was used to refine the coordinates of these missing atoms/residues. For creating the mutant structures, the mutation was introduced in the WT DBD using the program PyMOL (53) and the rotamers with minimal clashes were chosen.
The programs PDB2PQR (54, 55) , MOLPROBITY (56) and WHATIF (57) were used to generate the likely protonation states of amino acids. The final protonation states (Histidines with protonation on ND1 were residues 178, 214, 233, while those with protonation on NE2 were residues 115, 168, 179, 193) were chosen after visual inspection. ACE and NME residues were used to cap the N-terminal and Cterminal residues respectively. Zinc is coordinated to four residues in the L2 and L3 loops, including Cys176(SG), Cys238(SG), Cys242(SG) and His 179(ND1). We used the bonded model of Zinc (58) and covalently bonded it to these four residues as it preserves the tetrahedral coordination which has been reported to be crucial for L2-L3 stability and also for the DBD interactions with DNA (14) . The structures were solvated in cubic boxes of TIP3P water molecules (59) . The minimum distance between any protein atom and the edge of the water box was 12Å. The systems were then neutralized by the addition of appropriate numbers of Na+ and Cl-ions.
We used the SANDER module of Amber 12 (and later switched to Amber 14 for speed) to perform minimization and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Minimization was carried out using 1000 steps each of steepest descent followed by conjugate gradient methods. Subsequently, the systems were gradually heated to 310 K. This was followed by a 2 ns NPT equilibration and a subsequent production run in the NPT ensemble for 500 ns using a GPU implementation of PMEMD (60) . The SHAKE algorithm (61) was used to constrain bonds involving hydrogen atoms. Particle Mesh Ewald method (62) was used to calculate the long range electrostatic interactions beyond a distance of 8Å. We used the Langevin thermostat to regulate the temperature (63) . Across the simulations, the temperature fluctuates around the average (preset/target temperature) with a standard deviation of ∼3 K (data not shown). A weak coupling with a relaxation time of 1 ps is used to maintain constant pressure (1.0 bar) in the simulations. We applied an integration time step of 2 fs; coordinates were saved at an interval of 50 ps. The convergence of the simulations was checked using RMSD plots (Supplementary Figure S13) .
Several variants of the DBD simulations (details in Supplementary Table S1 ) have been carried out. The crystal structures were used as the starting structures for the simulations of thermodynamically stable paralogs of p53 i.e. p63 (PDB id 3QYM, 3.2Å resolution) and p73 (PDB id 3VD2, 4 A resolution). The goal, here is not to investigate global unfolding but local conformational changes that could potentially destabilize the DBD and trigger subsequent unfolding.
Umbrella sampling simulations
The free energy associated with the conformational state of the S6-S7 turn of DBD was computed from the Umbrella sampling simulations. The distance measure used to characterize the conformational state of S6-S7 turn (distance between CZ atom of Arg209 and backbone carbonyl O atom of Asp259) is used as a reaction coordinate. A harmonic restraint of 1 kcal/mol/Å 2 acts as the biasing potential along this reaction coordinate to considerably enhance the sampling of the phase space. The equilibrium values for distances ranging from 6 to 28Å were sampled at intervals of 1Å (thus resulting in 23 windows). Each window of the umbrella sampling MD is run for 50 ns. The distance distributions are used to derive the potential of mean force (PMF) using Alan Grossfield's implementation of weighted histogram analysis method (WHAM) (64) . The error bars for the PMF were computed from the umbrella sampling simulations by splitting each 50 ns MD for each window into three windows (20-30, 20-40, 20-50 ns) and computing the PMF for each window, then taking the average PMF and the corresponding error bars (as standard deviation).
Benzene mapping simulations
The difference in the exposure of APR, as measured using SASA, between the simulations of WT and the destabilizing mutants of DBD appeared to be quite small and it was difficult to discriminate between them. This is not surprising given the limitations of currently accessible timescales of simulations. Thus, we turned to fragment mapping simulations (65) (66) (67) which are a type of non-canonical MD where a protein is immersed in a water box at a defined concentration of fragment(s). Together with their use in locating novel cryptic pockets (68) (69) (70) (71) (72) (73) (74) (75) , they have also been used to induce conformational changes (76) . The benzene probe is ideally suited to explore the possibility of revealing cryptic regions such as the hydrophobic APR (sequence-ILTIITL). We carried out benzene mapping simulations for the WT and five destabilizing mutants of DBD including V143A, E258V, R110L, R175H and R248Q. A 0.2 M concentration of benzene was used and 10 simulations with random orientations of benzenes around the DBD were carried out for WT and for each mutant. Each system was allowed to evolve for 20 ns resulting in a total simulation time of 200 ns for each system. The benzene density was contoured at two times the density at which no benzenes are visible in the bulk solvent. This arbitrary cut off for displaying benzene densities filters out sites that are either unbound or weakly bound to benzenes.
Conformational differences between WT and mutant DBD: MUTINF
The differential conformational sampling between the WT and destabilizing mutants of DBD were examined by using the MUTINF analysis package. This method uses Kullback-Leibler Divergence (KL-div) and outputs the differential sampling of internal coordinates of residues between two simulations (77) . The program splits a trajectory into a user defined number of windows (we used five windows) over which the distribution of internal coordinates is considered for computing KL-div. Splitting the trajectory into multiple small windows eliminates the weak correlations (not biologically meaningful) between the residues. Both the side-chain and backbone dihedrals are included for performing these calculations.
Structure based search of the identified pocket
We identified a pocket that seemed to be common to the initiating events that result in destabilizing the mutant structures. We next wondered whether we could find a ligand that would bind to this pocket and stabilize the conformation of mutant DBD against destabilization. We scanned the 101 609 proteins in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) to search for pockets similar to the pocket identified in our simulations using the CLICK algorithm (78, 79) . CLICK superimposes pairs of protein structures based on similarity of local structural packing, and thus is capable of aligning structures with dissimilar topologies, conformations, or even molecular types, thus revealing regions/pockets with similar shapes across proteins which otherwise may not share any global sequence/structure homologies (80) . The residues Arg82, Glu88, Gln100, His101 (HIE), Asp115, Asp116, Arg117, Phe120, Arg121 and His122 (HID) were identified in our simulations to capture the shape of the pocket identified in the S6-S7 region. These pocket residues are structurally aligned to the dataset proteins by matching cliques with similar features of Cartesian coordinates and solvent accessibility. In this study, C␣ and C␤ were chosen as the representative atoms. The root mean square deviation (RMSD) and structure overlap for each alignment between the pocket residues and dataset protein were monitored. In our study, structure overlap (also called equivalent positions) is defined as the percentage of the representative C␣ and C␤ atoms of the pocket residues that are within 1.5Å (RMSD cut-off = 1.5Å) of the corresponding C␣ and C␤ atoms of equivalent/aligned residues in the superimposed structure in the dataset proteins. A structure overlap cut-off of 95% was empirically chosen to determine the most accurate matches.
Testing D207A as a second site suppressor mutation
We identified D207A as a possible mutation that would stabilize the mutants to the WT conformation. Second-site reversion by the D207A mutant was evaluated using a reporter gene assay in p53-null H1299 cells. Details of the experiments are in the supplementary text. Plasmids expressing full length wild-type 53 and inactive mutants with or without the D207A mutation were transfected into H1299 cells and expression of a co-transfected p53 reporter gene measured. The D207A mutation in isolation resulted in slightly reduced p53 transactivation function compared to wild-type (Supplementary Figure S10) . The single inactive mutants showed little or negligible activity as expected. The presence of D207A did not lead to second site reversion and rescue of p53 function for any of the mutants in this assay. Expression levels of all the p53 variants tested were comparable as shown in Western blot, indicating no gross destabilization by introduction of the D207A mutation.
Virtual screening of FDA approved drugs
A set of FDA approved drugs was screened against the pocket associated with the S6-S7 turn of the DBD that was seen during the simulations. The 2D structures of the library of the molecules were obtained from the ZINC database (81) . The 3D structures of the FDA approved drugs were built using Maestro and minimized using the Macromodel module employing the OPLS-2005 force field (82) in Schrodinger 9.0 (83). All the inhibitors were then prepared with Ligprep that generates low energy tautomers and enumerates realistic protonation states at physiological pH.
The prepared inhibitors were docked into the pocket (we picked one conformation from each of the V143A, R110L
Nucleic Acids Research, 2019 , Vol. 47, No. 4 1641 R175H, R248Q and E258V mutant MD simulations) using Glide (84). These conformations were chosen such that they are maximally open and yet distinct from each other. A box of size 10Á × 10Á × 10Á for molecular docking centered on the selected pocket residues (Arg174, Gln192, Asp207 and His 214) was used to restrict the search space of each docked ligand. Default Glide settings were used to generate the grids. A rigid receptor and flexible ligands were used during the docking. The docked conformation of each ligand was evaluated using the Glide Extra Precision (XP) scoring function.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Differential conformational sampling of S6-S7 turn in the WT and destabilizing mutants of p53 DBD
The S6-S7 turn (residues 208-213) of the DBD links the S6 and S7 ␤-strands (Figure 1 ). Simulations of WT and V143A mutant of DBD at 310K show distinct conformations of the S6-S7 turn ( Figure 1 ) which we quantify by measuring the distance between the CZ atom of Arg209 on the S6-S7 turn and the backbone carbonyl oxygen of Asp259 on the S9-S10 turn. The rationale behind choosing this distance measure is that these atoms interact predominantly in the WT DBD and not in the mutant DBD.
This distance distributions across the simulations of the WT and V143A mutant of DBD (Figure 2A ), at 310K (physiological temperature) peak at ∼5-7Å (we refer to this as the 'closed' state of the S6-S7 turn) and ∼23Å (we refer to this as the 'open' state of the S6-S7 turn) respectively. Existing experimental data suggests that WT is stable and retains DNA binding at 310 K while the V143A mutant is unstable and loses DNA binding ability (47, 85) . We thus formulate a hypothesis that the S6-S7 turn samples two dominant conformations--'open' and 'closed', that are predominant in the destabilizing (e.g. V143A) mutant(s) and WT DBD respectively, suggesting that the conformational state of the S6-S7 turn relates to the thermodynamic stability of the DBD.
To examine the robustness of the observation that the V143A mutation is associated with the emergence of the 'open' states of the S6-S7 turn, we take the final structure from the MD trajectory of the V143A mutant at 310K and mutate A143 to V143 (corresponding to the WT) and run an independent (reassigned velocities) simulation. It is clear that the conformation of the S6-S7 turn shifts from the 'open' towards the 'closed' state as the simulation progresses ( Figure 2A ). The gradual transition from the 'open' to the 'closed' states could imply the presence of an energy barrier separating these two states (which we subsequently probe using umbrella sampling and is described below).
Brachmann et al. have identified three secondary site suppressor mutations for the V143A mutant of DBD (22) including N239Y, S240N and N268D. Of these, the N239Y and N268D point mutations in the V143A DBD were found to restore p53 activity at 37
• C in yeast while the S240N was found to restore p53 activity at 30
• C. This agrees well with the human reporter gene assays which show an increased transcriptional activity for the V143A-N239 and V143A-N268D double mutants. Using this data to benchmark our calculations, we simulate the following reversal mutants: V143A-N239Y, V143A-S240N, V143A-N268D at 310 K from the crystal structure (PDB id 2AHI (49), chain A as the starting conformation. We find that the V143A-N239Y and V143A-N268D simulations of DBD largely sample the wild-type like 'closed' conformation of the S6-S7 turn while the V143A-S240N simulation of DBD samples the mutant-type like 'open' conformation ( Figure 2C ), which correlates very well with the experimentally known activity/stability of these reversal mutants.
We next ask if the 'open' state of the S6-S7 turn could be a general feature of other destabilizing mutants of the DBD. We simulate the dynamics of four other aggregating hot spot mutants of DBD: E258V, R110L, R175H and R248Q ( Figure 2D ). We specifically chose these mutants since the APR is known to be residues 251-257 (11); the APR for the temperature sensitive V143A DBD is not known. E258V is in the immediate vicinity of the APR, ie strand S9, while R110L is part of the stand S1. R175H (destabilized by ∼3 kcal/mol (13)) and R248Q (destabilized by 2 kcal/mol (13)) are parts of loops L2 and L3 respectively (we could not find any reports of similar experimental data for E258V and R110L). The relative position of these mutations with respect to the aggregation prone region can be seen in Figure 2B . These mutations are present on very different regions of the DBD and are biochemically very diverse: V143A (large to small residue), E258V (anionic to hydrophobic residue), R110L (cationic to hydrophobic residue), R175H (large to small sidechain), R248Q (cationic to uncharged polar residue). The mutations were modeled onto the WT state. Simulations show that these four mutants of the DBD also sample 'open' conformations of the S6-S7 turn ( Figure 2D ). Together these simulations suggest that the 'open' conformation of the S6-S7 turn could indeed represent a destabilizing (or destabilized) state of the DBD, while the 'closed' conformation of the S6-S7 turn represents the stable WT-like state. Moreover, our observations are also in accord with a recent computational study where it was shown that the R248Q destabilizing mutant of the DBD samples a solvent exposed ('open') S6-S7 turn while the WT samples a more buried state ('closed') (46) .
We next wondered whether the S6-S7 loop dynamics was conserved in the two homologs of p53, ie p63 and p73, both of which are known to be more thermostable (86, 87) . Previously, we used the distance between the CZ atom of Arg209 on the S6-S7 turn and the backbone carbonyl oxygen of Asp259 on the S9-S10 turn to characterize the 'open' and 'closed' conformational states of the S6-S7 turn in the DBD. However, we could not use the same metric to characterize the conformational states of the S6-S7 turn in the DBDs of p63 and p73 because of differences in the amino acids at the homologous positions in these paralogs: Arg209 in the p53 corresponds to Pro279 and Pro229 in p63 and p73 respectively. So, we measure the C␣-C␣ backbone distance between residues at position 209 and 259 (of p53 DBD) and the corresponding residues in p63 and p73 (Figure 3 ). This backbone distance distribution is bimodal for the WT p53 DBD as well as for the p63 and p73 DBD whereas it is trimodal for the destabilizing mutants of p53 DBD (V143A, E258V, R110L, R175H and R248Q). We refer to the additional peak that is sampled almost exclusively in the destabilizing mutants as 'far-open' conformation (pink shaded area in Figure 3 at a distance of ∼25Å). MD simulations of the WT p53 DBD, p63 and p73 DBD very rarely sample the 'far-open' state.
To probe the existence and magnitude of energy barriers characterizing the closed-open transitions, we carried out umbrella sampling simulations using the distance between the CZ of Arg209 and the backbone carbonyl O of Asp259 as the reaction coordinate (this interaction has been key to our definition of the 'closed' conformation of the S6-S7 turn). It is clear (Supplementary Figure S1) that the WT DBD is likely to sample a 'closed' conformation while V143A is likely to sample an 'open' conformation of the S6-S7 turn.
A major cause for skepticism/concern in these simulations is that the Zinc is held with covalent linkages in all our simulations. However, it is known that the R175H mutant loses its ability to coordinate the Zinc ion (43, 88) . To examine this, we run a control simulation of WT and R175H DBD without the zinc ion (Supplementary Figure S2) . In the simulations of WT DBD without zinc ion, we do observe dramatic conformational changes in loops L2 and L3 because they are no longer being held together by the zinc ion. However, the N-terminus samples a crystal like native conformation and the S6-S7 turn samples a 'closed' state, as we saw in the simulations with Zinc retained. In the R175H mutant, the N-terminus is displaced from its native position and the S6-S7 turn samples an 'open' state. These results suggest that the presence of Zinc in our simulations does not seem to influence either the conformations of the Nterminus of DBD or the conformational landscape of the S6-S7 turn, at least in the timescales of our simulations. Moreover, the findings of (89) about the conformation of S6-S7 turn sampled in the DNA bound state and apo state were shown to be invariant with respect to the electrostatics and van der Waals parameters for the non-bonded zinc model.
Biological/functional implications of the 'open' conformation of the S6-S7 turn of the DBD?
The APR residues 251-257 in the S9 ß-strand of the DBD (11), are largely buried in the native fold and must get exposed in order to nucleate aggregation (16) . Based on the idea that quantifying the exposure of this APR can presumably help us gauge the extent of destabilization of the DBD, we measure the exposure of the strand S9 using Solvent Accessible Surface Area (SASA) of strand S9. However, SASA did not report noticeable differences in the exposure of this APR in the WT and destabilizing mutants. So we turn to enhanced sampling methods for which we chose benzene mapping, which has been used to identify cryptic hydrophobic pockets in the binding sites of proteins (69, 73, 76) . Benzene mapping simulations (Figure 4) show distinct benzene density near the strand S9 in the destabilizing mutants that contrasts with the minimal benzene density at the strand S9 seen in the WT DBD. It is apparent that the S6-S7 turn, regulates the accessibility of benzenes to the hydrophobic strand S9, by acting as a valve which can 'open' and 'close'.
In the 'open' state (predominantly observed in the mutants) ( Figures 4A and 4B) , the S9 strand is accessible to the benzenes while in the 'closed' state (which WT samples exclusively), the S9 strand is largely buried and inaccessible to the benzenes. To quantify the exposure of strand S9 using benzene densities, we compute the number of unique benzene moieties within 7Å of any heavy atom from strand S9 and set an arbitrary cut off of ≥3 benzenes to characterize the exposure of the strand. (Figure 4C) shows the percentage of simulation frames where the strand S9 is exposed. It is thus clear that strand S9 is considerably more exposed in the mutants than in the WT. Higher benzene densities at the APR in the destabilizing mutants capture the experimentally known higher propensity for their APR to be exposed and therefore the enhanced aggregation propensity.
We next look at the interactions that stabilize the 'closed' and 'open' states of the S6-S7 turns ( Figure 5 ). The sidechain of Arg209 makes a hydrogen bond with the backbone carbonyl oxygen of Asp259 and a salt bridge with the side chain of Glu258 in the 'closed' state (largely observed in the WT DBD. In the 'open' state (largely observed in the destabilizing mutants of DBD), Arg209 is stabilized by a salt bridge with Asp207 instead. Additionally, one of the destabilizing mutants (also simulated here) that is known to aggregate is E258V. This is quite interesting as it suggests that the Arg209-Glu258 salt bridge is lost in this mutant (which is what we observe in the simulations) and that the loss of this interaction might well underlie the loss of stability in the E258V mutant of the DBD. This strongly implies the importance of the Arg209-Glu258 salt bridge interaction in stabilizing the DBD. Traditionally, the markers for WT and mutant conformations were the ability of each to uniquely bind to antibodies Pab1620/Pab246 and PAb240/DO11/DO12 respectively (90) (91) (92) (93) . Supplementary Figure S3 shows the epitopes of these antibodies mapped onto the DBD. We compute the solvent accessible surface area for these epitopes in the MD simulations of the WT and mutant variants of DBD ( Supplementary Figures S3 and S4 ). Unfortunately we do not see any significant differences in the exposure of these epitopes between the WT and mutant forms of the protein. This suggests that the conformational changes and epitope exposures required for antibody recognition occur at timescales that are much longer than those simulated here. Alternatively, it is also possible that other structural modifications are responsible for altered antibody binding. These could include post-translational modifications and/or interactions with other domains that may modulate the structural dynamics or, indeed the initial encounter complex of the DBD with the antibody may itself result in some local induced changes that may result in the exposure of the epitope; for example something similar has been hypothesized for the binding of an antibody to an otherwise buried epitope in EGFR in (94) .
A detailed simulation study followed by extensive bioinformatics analysis recently suggested that the 'closed' state of S6-S7 turn is presumably a low-energy state of the DBD that binds DNA while the 'open' state of the S6-S7 turn of DBD might represent an energetically unfavorable state (89) . In that work (89) , 'closed' and 'open' states are referred to as ' A/D' and 'B/C' respectively. They elegantly relate this state to bind negative regulators of p53 transcriptional activity such as Aurora-A kinase, Ku70. The authors also showed that simulations of the DBD with Ser215 phosphorylation-that is known to destabilize the protein (95) (96) (97) (98) , result exclusively in the sampling of an 'open' state by the S6-S7. We too simulated and confirmed this observation by phosphorylating Ser215 and running 500 ns MD in triplicates. We tried both the protonation states for the phosphorylated Ser215: PO2-OH and PO3, both of which sample an 'open' state of the S6-S7 turn (Supplementary Figure S5) . Together, these observations strongly associate the 'open' state of the S6-S7 turn of DBD with the loss of native conformation and onset of destabilization in the DBD.
We next examine the N-terminus of the DBD as it wraps across the APR or strand S9, which is buried in the WT conformation. It is clear that the N-terminus must be displaced from its native position for the strand S9 to be exposed to solvent (16) . Fersht et al. have shown that the extended N-terminus of the DBD (residues 91-293) stabilizes the DBD by ∼2 kcal/mol (99) . However, all the simulations reported here have been carried out on residues 94-293 of the DBD. Motivated by this we decided to investigate the consequences on our findings when we use the extended N-terminus in our starting models. We examine this for the WT and two of the most common destabilizing mutants of DBD, i.e. R248Q and R175H. We observe that the N-terminus in the simulations of the mutant DBD is more likely to sample an 'open' state as compared to the WT DBD (Supplementary Figure S6) . Importantly, while the Nterminus of WT DBD samples a native conformation, it is displaced into a non-native conformation in the mutants, thereby implying the onset of destabilization in the mutants ( Figure 6) . It is also possible that the initial steps of the unfolding process that we speculate, where the N-terminal region of the DBD peels away from the rest of the surface of the DBD, may adopt disordered states, subsequently resulting in conformational templating, prion-like aggregates, as it engages with other monomers. lized state of the protein and might be an initial event in the onset of unfolding and aggregation in the DBD.
A network of interacting residues that regulates the conformation of the S6-S7 turn
Simulations of the DBD suggest that the S6-S7 turn assumes 'open' and 'closed' states in the destabilizing mutants and WT forms respectively. We next proceeded to identify a path, if any, describing the 'closed' to 'open' state conformational change. For this, we perform Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL-div) calculations on the MD ensembles of the WT and destabilizing mutants of the DBD using the program MUTINF (77,100). KL-div characterizes the differential sampling of dihedral angles of residues between two MD trajectories.
We compare the distribution of internal coordinates of the residues between the MD trajectories of the WT and the destabilizing mutants V143A, E258V, R110L, R175H and R248Q (Figure 7 ). The residues with a high degree of divergence (between the WT and mutant DBD) are located in loops L2, L3 and strands S6, S7. This correlates well with the available experimental data on the NMR of the destabilizing mutants R248Q and V143A (101) .
The residues in the Zinc binding site have the largest values of divergence. Experimental data suggesting that the loss of Zinc from the DBD is a major factor for the destabilization and subsequent aggregation is only available for the R175H mutant (43); in any case, the Zinc remains covalently linked in our simulations and hence we cannot comment on this aspect of destabilization.
A tabulation of the divergence calculations for several aggregating mutants (Supplementary Table S2) shows the residues that consistently sample different dihedral angles between the WT and aggregating mutants. Visualization allowed us to identify Arg174, Glu180, Gln192, Asp207, Arg209 and His214 as critical to the 'opening' of the S6-S7 turn. Figure 8 and movie Mov2 shows the time series plots for the distance and the dihedral reaction coordinates involving this subset of residues for the V143A DBD. It is quite apparent how the perturbations in one reaction coordinate trigger a downstream change in another. To begin with, residues Arg174-Glu180-Gln192 appear to form an interacting triad. During the course of the simulation, this triad is perturbed (Plot A in Figure 8 ). The loss of the Gln192-Arg174 interaction is followed by a change in Gln192, His214 and Asp207 1 dihedral angles (Plot B in Figure 8 ). This culminates in the 'opening' of the S6-S7 turn as can be seen by the distance between CZ of Arg209 and the backbone carbonyl O of Asp259. Finally, this change displaces the N-terminus (measured by the Val172-Asp259 distance) which then adopts a non-native conformation (Plot C in Figure 8 ). Recent computational analysis (89) reported the existence of allostery between the DNA binding region (Loop L1) and the S6-S7 turn of the DBD. Our simulations and the KL-div computations are in agreement with their observations and also identify a probable route along which the changes in conformations of residues regulate the conformational state of the S6-S7 turn.
To test the hypothesis that a stable Arg174-Glu180-Gln192 interaction triad is vital for the 'closed' conformation of the S6-S7 turn, we introduced a double mutation (R174A-E180A) in the WT DBD and carried out a 500 ns simulation. The interaction triad is no longer stable and Gln192 loses interactions with residues Ala180 and Ala174. Subsequently, the S6-S7 turn assumes an 'open' conformation (Supplementary Figure S8) . Furthermore, the loop L3 is observed to assume a non-native conformation in this double mutant of DBD. However, single mutation simulations of R174A and E180A sample a 'closed' conformation of the S6-S7 turn (data not shown) thereby suggesting that the loss of Gln192 interactions with both Arg174 and Glu180 might be crucial to triggering the changes leading to the loss of the 'closed' conformation.
Several lines of evidence underscore the significance of these residues which are involved in this intricate network of interactions. Arg174 interacts with an N-terminal residue Trp91 and is known to stabilize DBD by ∼2 kcal/mol (99); indeed, a stable and less flexible Arg174 might be crucial to maintaining this interaction with Trp91 (Supplementary Figure S9) . A very exciting piece of evidence for the importance of these 'network-residues' comes from an examination of the DBD of p53 of the subterranean blind mole rat (Spalax) that leads a hypoxic life and is not prone to cancer. Striking differences between the Spalax and human p53 map to residues 174 and 209, which form the two ends of the interaction network (Figure 8 ), identified here. Both 174 and 209 are Arg in humans but Lys in Spalax. A double mutant of Arg at these two positions in Spalax p53 is known to be five times more potent in promoting growth arrest (102, 103) underscoring the significance of Arg at these two positions. Additionally, Arg174 and Arg209 have been directly implicated in cancer: R174L has been noted in breast, colon, lung and liver cancers, while an Arg209 mutation (to Lys among others) often exists in several cancers like skin, colon and oesophagus. Finally, these network residues are quite conserved across other species (Supplementary Figure  S10) . Since, these network residues are not directly involved in any intermolecular interactions of p53 DBD (to the best of our knowledge), it is likely that they are critical to the conformational regulation of the S6-S7 turn and hence, to the structural viability of the DBD.
Experimental tests on full length p53
Analysis of the network residues that regulate the S6-S7 turn conformation showed that in the simulations of WT, the side chain of Arg209 interacts with the backbone carNucleic Acids Research, 2019 , Vol. 47, No. 4 1647 bonyl oxygen of Asp259 on the S9-S10 turn, stabilizing the 'closed' state. In contrast, Arg209 loses this interaction in the 'open' state (and is stabilized by D207). This suggested that disrupting the Arg209-Asp207 interaction (by making the D207A mutant for example) in the mutant DBD might shift the conformation of S6-S7 turn towards the WT-like 'closed' state. To examine this, the following double mutants were expressed as full length human p53 and tested for function: V143A-D207A, E258V-D207A, R110L-D207A, R175H-D207A and R248Q-D207A. However all of them failed to show activity suggesting that D207A is not a second site suppressor mutation (Supplementary Figure S11) , at least in the context of full length p53. Furthermore, Asp207 is conserved across evolution ( Supplementary Figure S10 ) and is perhaps critical to protein function (in the figure the D207A mutant has lost 30% of its activity) and hence any perturbation is not tolerated.
Identifying a novel druggable pocket in the S6-S7 turn of p53 DBD
The next question we asked is whether a pocket can be identified in the conformational landscape of the mutants which can be stabilized by a ligand, thus preventing unfolding. It is well recognized that stabilizing the destabilizing mutants of p53 is a potential approach to treat cancer. We found a pocket (quantified using a geometric criteria as shown in Figure 9 B) that exists mostly in the mutants where the S6-S7 turn occupies the 'open' conformation ( Figure 9 and Movie Mov4); it is less populated in the simulations of the WT DBD (Movie Mov3). Supplementary Table S3 shows the occupancy of the pocket in the simulations of the WT and several destabilizing mutants of DBD. The largest occupancy of the open pocket is seen for the R248Q destabilizing mutant. The amino acids lining this pocket are: Arg174, Glu192, Asp207, Asp208, Arg209, Asn210, Thr211, Phe212, Arg213 and His214. The pocket is hydrophobic at the base while the walls of the pocket have charged moieties.
We wondered if this pocket is druggable, and can, upon occupation by a suitable ligand, stabilize the DBD close to its functional WT conformation. There are some features in favor of this pocket's potential as a druggable site (Figure 10 ). For instance, we identified a yet unreported dehydron in the S6-S7 turn (208Asp-213Arg) in the simulations (which is absent in the X-ray crystal structures of DBD). Dehydrons are backbone hydrogen bonds in proteins that are prone to hydration (104) , are concentrated at protein-protein/ligand interfaces (105) (106) (107) and their presence has proved immensely useful in the structure guided design of inhibitors (108, 109) . A recent study also implicated the role of dehydrons in thermodynamic stabilities and aggregation tendencies in p53 family members (110) . Thus a small molecule could potentially bind to the S6-S7 pocket. In addition, F-value analysis (suggestive of the extent of local unfolding) of the DBD (37) suggested that Val216 and Val217, residues that are present at the base of this pocket, exhibit the highest values of F u (F for unfolding) implying significant local unfolding in this region. This further suggests that these two residues (as well as the vicinal residues) may be responsive to compounds designed to stabilize the DBD and inhibit unfolding and aggregation. Thirdly, benzene mapping simulations reveal distinct benzene densities in the pocket for the WT and the mutants. Fourthly, we carried out fragment screening using FTmap (111,112) on one of the mutant structures (where the pocket is maximally open) taken from the final frame of the simulation and identified this pocket as the dominant cluster where a range of fragments are able to dock in high density. Finally, while this pocket is not observable in the crystal structures of DBD, it is partially formed in some of the conformations of NMR structures of WT DBD (PDB ID: 2FEJ). Therefore we proceeded to explore the possibility of finding a ligand that could fit into this pocket.
To do this, we adopted a strategy to scan for shapesimilarity in the structural database of proteins. We scanned the entire Protein Data Bank (PDB) to search for similar (structurally and/or chemically) pockets with the hope that one of them might already have been crystallized with a suitable ligand bound. Our pocket is defined by residues Arg174, Glu180, Gln192, His193(HIE), Asp207, Asp208, Arg209, Phe212, Arg213 and His214 (HID). Using the program CLICK (see methods) we identified 3 structures of beta-lactoglobulin (PDB ids 4IB7, 4IBA and 4KII) with similar pockets that had the ligands dodecane trimethylamine, dodecyl sulfate and [N,N-di(pyridin-2-ylkappaN)dodecanamide]rhodium bound. Identifying three compounds bound to a pocket with similar topology further suggests that the identified S6-S7 pocket may potentially be druggable.
Of the 2798 FDA approved compounds screened against the pockets, ∼100 compounds could not be docked due to lack of topological and chemical complementarity between the S6-S7 pocket and the compound. The top 100 compounds from each of the 5 screens (for the mutants V143A, R110L, R175H, R248Q, E258V) were chosen (based on the glide docking score). The glide docking score (which is also the binding energy) was within 1 kcal/mol for the top 100 compounds. We found that among these top 100 compounds, Supplementary Figure S12 , Baclofen was found to bind to all the 5 mutants of DBD. The glide docking score for this compound was in the range of -4.9 to -6.5 kcal/mol.
These observations provide compelling evidence to suggest that the identified pocket in DBD is druggable and can be harnessed to thermodynamically stabilize DBD mutants.
Testable hypothesis to probe loss of function in destabilizing mutants of p53 DBD
Based on the observations from the simulations in this study, the following experiments could be carried out to probe the proposed hypotheses: ics of S6-S7 turn is compelling given its conservation in all the orthologs of p53 (Supplementary Figure S10) , the H214Q mutant has been shown to be more potent at inducing apoptosis than the WT and is regarded to be a 'super p53 (113) , and additionally, is a Glutamine in the more thermostable paralogs p63 and p73. It is possible that H214Q may be a powerful second site suppressor (we could not find any reports of this). (c) The observation that the 'open' state of S6-S7 turn is associated with a pocket that in our simple virtual screen appears to accommodate molecules such as dodecane trimethylamine and/or Baclofen, and recent experimental data on the F-value analysis of DBD suggesting that this region is perturbed by compounds that are aimed to stabilize DBD (37) , suggests that simple thermal shift experiments could be carried out to probe whether these molecules can stabilize the mutant DBDs and if successful, would open a new avenue to restabilize mutant p53.
CONCLUSIONS
A subset of the mutations in TP53 is known to destabilize the protein, cause unfolding and aggregation and is linked to cancer pathologies. Although, most of these mutations are monoallelic and missense in nature, a dominant negative effect can abrogate the function of the WT allele (9) .
Nucleic Acids Research, 2019 , Vol. 47, No. 4 1649 It is well recognized that stabilizing the mutant p53 to reactivate its WT function can allow us to specifically target cancer/tumor cells (37, 114) . However, the diverse nature of these mutations in the TP53 gene makes restoring normal levels of native p53 in cells as a strategy to treat cancers very challenging. Finding solutions to this problem requires a mechanistic understanding of the unfolding and aggregation pathway of p53. The DNA Binding Domain (DBD) of p53 houses most of the high frequency oncogenic mutations, as well as an Aggregation Prone Region (APR), and in several studies, has been shown to be a good model system to recapitulate the behavior of full length p53, including aggregation. Based on this hypothesis, we carried out extensive MD simulations of the WT and numerous destabilizing mutants of the DBD, and observe differences in conformational behavior of the S6-S7 turn between the WT and the destabilizing mutants. Although there is some degree of overlap between the conformations of the S6-S7 turn sampled in the WT and in the mutants, overall the data suggests that the WT is characterized largely by a 'closed' conformation of the S6-S7 turn while the mutant DBD preferentially adopts an 'open' conformation. This observation was tested by several control simulations and additional rigorous free energy calculations, and also was in agreement with some published computational and experimental reports. Upon probing the structural mechanisms underlying these differences, it was found that there were distinct differences between the dynamics of specific amino acids in the WT and mutant DBD; these residues were part of a network of interactions and govern the conformational state of the S6-S7 turn. These residues belong to the loop L2, helix H1 and ß-strands S6 and S7. Thus, we hypothesize a probable mechanism of the loss of function in the destabilizing mutants of the DBD. The Nterminal region of the DBD is largely associated with the rest of the DBD in the WT and begins to peel away from the surface in the mutant. This initial event is associated with the adoption by the S6-S7 turn of an 'open' conformational state. Together the incurred destabilization eventually results in unfolding of the DBD and likely aggregation.
This 'open' state of the S6-S7 turn resulted in the formation of a pocket in the mutant DBD. F-value studies from literature, an analysis of dehydrons in the ensemble structures (performed in this study), ligand mapping simulations, structure based searches, analysis of the reported NMR structures, and a screen of FDA approved drugs provided compelling evidence that the pocket is very likely druggable and functional.
The failure to observe stabilization of one of the mutants through the design of a second site suppressor mutation in an experimental study by our collaborators could either reflect upon the failure of the DBD (at least of this mutant) to recapitulate the complex behavior of full length p53 in the experimental construct or could result from the fact that any mutation at that conserved position is not tolerated. Nevertheless we hope that our observations will inspire experimental groups to test our observations.
